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11+ Vocabulary: 1400 words testing Synonyms/ Antonyms/ Homophones/ Homographs/
Idioms/ Cloze In 10 minute Verbal Reasoning tests This book tests over 1400 words that
frequently appear in the 11 plus exam, both CEM as well as GL and Independent schools
exams. Apart from testing Synonyms, Antonyms, Word Usage, Odd one out and cloze, this
book also tests Homonyms and Idioms which have been seen to occasionally appear in certain
11 plus tests. There are 43 sets containing 34 questions each. Each set should be done in 10
minutes. Try to set aside a period of 30-60 minutes each day and do one or two tests. Short
periods of regular study are more effective than long irregular sessions. Make a note of the
questions you get wrong, and revise them with the help of the answers and Explanations given
at the end of this book. At the end of each test, blank space is provided for you to write down
the words you do not know, enabling easier revision.
Never be lost for words with this perfect reference book for young readers and writers. With
more than four thousand words, Children's Illustrated Thesaurus has everything a child needs
to develop their vocabulary. Each entry in the book is supported by a definition and used in a
sentence as an example to explain their usage to young readers. This comprehensive book
shows a range of synonyms to provide extra words that can be used during writing, from types
of emotion to weather phenomenon. Colorful images and supporting illustrations place every
word in context and help you better understand its meaning. With its fresh and fun design, the
Children's Illustrated Thesaurus will inspire children to build a rich and vibrant vocabulary and
help boost their confidence when they begin their next writing project.
The ultimate tool for writers! Whether you're crafting the next great American novel or pounding
away at a last-minute blog entry, there will come a time in the process when you struggle to
find just the perfect word or phrase. Under the time-tested banner of Roget's Thesaurus, this
collection will quickly become the most essential tool on your desk when you're working on
your next piece. Far from an ordinary word list, each entry in this book is organized by meaning
and offers a list of compelling word choices that relate to the ideas you'd like to use. It also
provides a pronunciation guide, definition, antonyms, synonyms, and a sample sentence for
each listing. Filled with thousands of unique and compelling words, this book will help you find
inspiration, expand your vocabulary, and create one-of-a-kind sentences for any writing
assignment. With Roget's Thesaurus of Words for Writers, you'll set your projects in the right
direction and engage your audience--one word at a time.
This volume contains 12,000 synonyms, 10,000 antonyms, and 2,000 homonyms, making it an
ideal reference tool for student writers.
"Contains material adapted from The big book of words you should know"--T.p. verso.
Click on the Eureka! Eleven Plus Exams link above for the 2015/2016 books: Verbal
Reasoning Training Workbooks covering Synonyms, Antonyms, Vocabulary, Cloze The 1000
Word Brain Boost Part 1 The 1000 Word Brain Boost Part 2 Practice Exam Papers covering
Comprehension, Verbal, Non Verbal and Numerical Reasoning 11+ Confidence Book 1 11+
Confidence Book 2 11+ Confidence Book 3 11+ Confidence Book 4 Maths and Numerical
Reasoning Challenging Training Workbooks with Tips and Tricks Eureka! Challenging Maths
and Numerical Reasoning Book 1 Eureka! Challenging Maths and Numerical Reasoning Book
2 Eureka! Challenging Maths and Numerical Reasoning Book 3
__________________________________________________________________________
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Antonyms, Vocabulary and Cloze A tough,
concentrated training course for the 2015 and 2016 Eleven Plus exams Each book contains
over 500 CEM-type Verbal Reasoning questions structured into 10-minute tests, covering:
Synonyms Antonyms Odd One Out Analogies Spelling ("Find the Missing Letters") Cloze
("Find the Missing Word") The course is designed to boost vocabulary and understanding, and
focuses on words that pupils at 11+ level find challenging. The detailed answer section
includes word definitions and explanations, so that your child can learn on their own.
Entirely new edition. Words are in alphabetical arrangement for easy lookup. Over 150,000
synonyms, antonyms, and related words. Plus brief definition at every entry and example
sentence of how the word is used in context. [688p. 5.75 x 8.50]

This book offers an organized program where students complete focused exercises to
develop a key language skill required of Texas students. The exercises increase from
easy, to moderate, and then to advanced. This leveled and focused approach will
introduce students at a comfortable level and then build on the skills so that students
reach and then exceed grade level expectations. Key Features - 101 exercises focused
on synonyms and antonyms - also covers suffixes, prefixes, determining word meaning,
and connotations - 10 complete sets of exercises organized into easy, moderate, and
advanced - vocabulary, reading level, and difficulty increase through the sets - each set
includes a variety of tasks that allow students to develop and then apply new skills each set is focused on developing key language skills listed in the TEKS - includes a
complete answer key Develops 10+ TEKS Language Arts Skills - produces a thorough
understanding of synonyms and antonyms - illustrates how prefixes and suffixes
change word meaning - helps students distinguish between words with similar
meanings - provides practice using synonyms and antonyms to complete analogies builds an understanding of positive and negative connotations - teaches students to use
context to determine word meaning - helps students make real-life connections
between words and their meanings - increases general vocabulary and develops
knowledge of word meanings - improves writing by encouraging stronger word choices
- promotes the use of effective and varied adjectives - allows students to convey ideas
precisely - enhances reading comprehension skills Improves Performance on the
STAAR Reading and STAAR Writing Tests - improves reading comprehension skills helps students perform well on questions about synonyms, antonyms, word meanings,
prefixes, and suffixes - improves performance on written composition tasks
Authoritative, accessible, and completely up to date, The Synonyms and Antonyms is
an invaluable guide for anyone wanting to build their vocabulary and improve their
writing skills. Synonyms or the phrases with nearly similar meanings and, Antonyms or
the words with opposite meanings are the crucial part of English preparation for most of
the competitive exams. Over 18,000 alternative and opposite words are given with the
closest, arranged in alphabetical order for easy reference. In addition, more than 1000
Exercise Questions and Actual Exam Questions have been given. Finally, the book
ends with Previous Years’ Questions of upto 2014 based on Type A & Type B of
Synonyms and Antonyms.
Our Bitesize Edition study guides for the 11+ and Common Entrance exams will enable
your child to continue their learning even when time is in short supply. Each Bitesize
Edition publication features short, five minute tests alongside puzzles and word
searches that can be done anywhere. This edition, Antonyms & Synonyms, includes 60
tests, 28 puzzles and contains over 900 key words to improve your child's vocabulary.
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and help your child achieve their full potential. The Bitesize Edition series of books
come in a smaller travel size making them easy to carry around, for use whenever or
wherever you get the opportunity. Look out for our other Bitesize Edition 11+ study
guides to give your child the best possible chance of passing their exam. Also available
in this series: Synonyms Bitesize Edition Antonyms Bitesize Edition
501 Synonyms and Antonym Questions is designed to help students prepare for the
verbal sections of most assessment and entrance exams. The book increases a
student's vocabulary and refines their knowledge of words, bringing about higher
standardized test scores and more effective verbal and written communication.
Questions in this book prepare students for the synonym and antonym problems found
on most standardized tests-including high school entrance exams, the SAT, civil service
exams, and the GRE. The book increases in difficulty as students move through each
exercise. All answers are explained, featuring short definitions and terms that clarify
word meanings and their opposites for effective studying and positive reinforcement.
The Dictionary Contains Thousands Of Alternative And Opposite Words Helps Out To
Improve Our`S Vocabulary And Communication Skills. Synonymos Are Listed
Alphabetically With Antonyms Placed At The End Of Entire Where Applicable And A
Supplementary Lexicon. It Is Based On The Successful Oxford Quick Reference
Thesaurus.
Synonyms and antonyms are crucial for success in the C.E.M. 11 Plus exams.
Students need to be able to complete large sets of synonyms or antonyms in a short
amount of time. These can be either choosing the correct word or filling in the missing
letters. Many students find these very difficult and concerted practice is essential. This
book contains lots of practice, to enable student to improve their vocabulary and their
ability to answer these crucial question types.
A dictionary gives meanings of words - in that respect this is not a dictionary & but
much more. The meaning can be found, and is often known, but what often eludes the
reader is knowledge of words that can be used instead of a particular word. In the
English language there are several words that can, and do, convey the same or similar
meaning, synonyms, as such words are called. The discerning person would like to use
the correct word & and this compact and simple dictionary brings to the reader, a vast
collection of the most commonly and currently used words. Wherever available, an
antonym, i.e. the opposite meaning is also given. Salient Features: " Simpler than a
thesaurus " Invaluable to writers and crossword addicts " Readers, students and
teachers of the English language will benefit from this book " Improves vocabulary
This dictionary provides alternative and opposite words to improve wordpower and
communication skills.
Alphabetically arranged list of words includes synonyms and antonyms, with sample sentence
for each entry
An essential point of reference for anyone wanting to widen their vocabulary, this dictionary
offers more than 140,000 alternative and opposite words as well as thousands of real
examples of usage from the Oxford English Corpus to help you find the word you need quickly
and easily.
An updated version of this book is available at amazon and elsewhere.Search for: 11 Plus
Vocabulary - 500 Essential words
Filled with more than 180,000 synonyms and antonyms, this easy-to-use, A-to-Z reference
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This book contains 100 short exercises, exposing the student to over 2000 words. Most pages
have no more than ten questions. As many of the exercises in this book, include putting words
into groups of synonyms, it helps to build sets of words rather than having to learn all of the
words individually.
Authoritative, accessible, and completely up to date, The Oxford Dictionary of Synonyms and
Antonyms is an invaluable guide for anyone wanting to build their vocabulary and improve their
writing skills. Over 140,000 alternative and opposite words are given with the closest, most
frequently used synonyms listed first; in addition thousands of real-life examples of usage from
the Oxford English Corpus enable the reader to pinpoint the relevant word quickly and easily.
Also included are some useful appendices designed to improve your knowledge of the
language: a new Wordfinder section offers a selection of thematic lists - from chemical
elements and clothing to phobias and flowers - and a Common Confusables supplement
explains the crucial differences between similar words that are often mixed up.

Dictionary of Synonyms and AntonymsOxford and IBH Publishing
Synonyms and antonyms illustrated with colour picturesHelp your child build a
strong vocabulary for the 11 plus ( CEM/ GL)Practice exercisesAnswers
includedThis book is designed to aid rapid understanding and learning of
synonyms and antonyms.The 11 plus examination, in all formats especially CEM,
requires a high level and varied vocabulary for success. Visualizing a word helps
to put the word into context and aids the child to keep the word in their long term
memory. How to use the bookEach section is over two adjacent pages. The first
page introduces the word along with its corresponding pictures and meaning.
Next to it, is its matching antonym. Below each are the synonyms for each word.
This helps to learn antonym and synonyms simultaneously. Below these two
words are another different and unrelated set of synonym and antonym.The aim
is that where a child may struggle to recall words and long list; a picture is much
easier to remember. As the saying goes, ' A picture paints a thousand words'.
Good luck !
Synonyms and Antonyms Missing Letters are an important part of 11+ CEM
tests. Possibly the hardest questions asked are those where you not only must
know the word but also how to spell it! These are the `missing letters' questions
where you must complete the synonym or antonym by filling in the missing
letters. Book Two contains even more vocabulary practice with additional word
content to ensure that vocabulary and verbal reasoning skills have been
thoroughly practised for 11+ success. This book provides an opportunity to
practise this challenging part of the CEM test by offering: Over 50 quick tests
Covering the most relevant vocabulary Current for 2020 11+ exams Give your
child plenty of practice in this difficult aspect of the verbal reasoning tests. This
book is the perfect tool to give your child confidence in 11+ verbal reasoning
tests.
An alphabetical listing of key words followed by their synonyms and antonyms.
A reference book for school and business containing thousands of the most
commonly used words in the English language. Copyright © Libri GmbH. All
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Master the subtleties of language with this useful reference, which goes beyond a
thesaurus to explain the fine shades of meaning that differentiate synonyms.
The main purpose of these book series (two volumes) is to provide you an
impressive and invaluable collection of English synonyms and antonyms multiplechoice exercises. By completing this book you will enhance and enrich your
vocabulary skills. Your quest is to find the right antonym for the given word. It can
either be a word with the farthest meaning (depending on the context) or a word
opposite to the one which you should find an antonym for. This book is suitable
for both medium and advanced English learners.Please keep an eye on further
releases and check my books on English Grammar.Good luck!
Foster a love of language with students in grades 4 and up using Jumpstarters for
Synonyms and Antonyms: Short Daily Warm-Ups for the Classroom! This 48-page
resource helps students recognize and comprehend words in the context of Òsimilar
and oppositeÓ to expand vocabulary for better reading and writing skills. It includes five
warm-ups per reproducible page, answer keys, and suggestions for use.
English Proficiency is Worth MoneyThere are many different vocabulary building
exercises that you can use to improve your English proficiency, whether for test prep
purposes or to assimilate more quickly in a new geography, or for professional
purposes. Here are some of the popular ones: - Flash cards These are a great way to
start, and to build up a strong word power base. However, the lack of measurable
achievement and gamification can make it difficult to keep score, and can reduce the
motivation to keep trying at later stages. It also does not directly help to prepare for a
test environment.- Simple questions and answers about word meanings These are like
flash cards, but with an option to keep score. This is probably the most common format
that you will see in other books, but the format can get tiresome after a while, because
you see it everywhere. In addition, the density of information is not very high; you learn
exactly one word per question.- The format of most of the questions in this book The
gamified synonym format in this book is a great way to learn a large number of words
quickly, and to be entertained while you're doing it! In each of the questions in this
book, you will be given a word, and you will need to match that word with a second
word that is closest in meaning to the first word from among a pool of five words. Here
are the advantages of the synonym based exercises that you will encounter in this
book: 1. High density of learning Each question ensures that you will learn at least two
new words / consolidate your knowledge of at least two words (the two whose
meanings you are trying to match). In addition, if you are stuck on a question, and need
to look up the meanings of the other words in the options to make a guess by
elimination, you could learn up to 6 new words per question. This is 500% higher than
the average question in other test prep books.2. Interesting format The freshness of this
format ensures that you will never be bored, and that it will never feel like a chore.
Many of the questions feel closer to puzzles than to exam questions, and this will help
you out in more work per session than you could otherwise. This, in turn, will translate
to higher test scores and a larger, richer English vocabulary, acquired in a shorter time
than everyone else.3. Flexibility in attempting the questions in this book If you want to
dip into this book a few times a week, it will last you an entire year. If you want to spend
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first read through, and you can always do a second read through to check if you know
the meanings of the additional thousands of words in the other options. You can also
attempt it initially with the aid of a dictionary or thesaurus, and slowly fly solo; this is a
great way to level up and feel good about your increasing proficiency in English.Have a
groundbreaking, positive, memorable, successful, ineffable, awesome time!
Vocabulary is becoming increasingly important for the 11 Plus, and it helps to devote
sufficient time to it, as it takes a long time to build an effective vocabulary. This book
contains over 500 Essentials words that appear frequently in the 11 Plus, and uses
some of the following techniques to help you remember these words faster and better! Word Roots; Since many English words are derived from Greek & Latin roots, it makes
sense to be aware of these. Knowing a single root can help you know a whole group of
words! - Prefixes/Suffixes; Pay attention to the tone of the words, whether soft or hard,
harsh or mind, negative or positive. This could help you guess when in doubt.
Prefixes/Suffixes can often help you with identifying the meaning of a word, when in
doubt. - Usage of the Word; Perhaps the Best way to increase your vocabulary is to
read, read and read. There is absolutely no substitute for that! Reading helps you learn
new words from the context in which they are used, thereby making it easy to
remember the new words and more importantly, how and when it is used. This book
provides you with multiple examples of how a word is used in different contexts. Synonyms/Antonyms Being familiar with related words, increases the number and
variety of your mental associations. This helps you retain the meaning of the word more
easily. - Related Words In order to 'deeply' understand the meaning of a word, it is
helpful to study related words at the same time. e.g. The word plenty connotes
"sufficient for what is needed" while abundance means "more than what is needed ." Pronunciations Each word has a pronunciation key that helps you say the word out
correctly, thereby aiding retention. - Practice makes perfect! Finally, this book has over
a thousand exercises to make sure that you remember the meanings of the newly
learnt words 'forever'! Many ingenious methods, scientifically correct, have been
devised to aid in the remembering of particular facts. These methods are based wholly
on the principle that that is most easily recalled which is associated in our minds with
the most complex and elaborate groupings of related ideas. All of the above methods
are designed to create a word network in your mind, thereby helping you develop a
lasting understanding of the word in the 11 Plus relevant context.
"The ideal guide to choosing the right word. Entries go beyond the word lists of a
thesaurus, explaining important differences between synonyms. Provides over 17,000
usage examples. Lists antonyms and related words."
Presents synonyms for over 4,800 alphabetized words, explaining their differences and
usage, and includes antonyms.
The ultimate tool for students! Tired of using the same few phrases in all your
presentations? Can't find the right expression to begin your college admissions essay?
Stuck with a drab, uninspiring conclusion at the end of your research paper? Roget's
Thesaurus of Words for Students will help you find the perfect words and phrases for
any writing assignment. Unlike other titles that simply list related terms for each entry,
this volume offers a pronunciation guide, definition, and a sample sentence for every
word you look up, as well as for each of the synonyms under that entry. It also features
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on your desk when you're working on an essay or presentation. With Roget's
Thesaurus of Words for Students at your side, you'll impress your teachers and
advance straight to the head of the class!
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